In an effort to better understand radiation damage to electronic materials, we use the binarycollision simulation code MARLOWE to model displacement cascades in silicon. We examine the average number of displacements produced by knock-on atoms as a function of their energy. The resulting vacancy-interstitial pairs are classified according to separation radius.
Introduction
Displacement damage in silicon is investigated with a computer simulation that calculates the structure of the individual cascades of displacement damage that follow upon the initial collision of an impinging particle with a lattice atom. In order to simulate such damage cascades in electronic materials, we have used the binary-collision cascade simulation code MARLOWE, developed by Robinson and Torrens. [1] [2] [3] Our main concern in this paper is with the displacement cascades themselves, and not the relation between such cascades and the damage to an electronic component, although some single electrical models are developed at the end.
There are three portions to this study. After outlining how the MARLOWE code works, we use it to estimate the number of displacements produced expected to create as calculated above. The recombination radius of the full calculation is used. For each of the three displayed cascades the largest box represents 13 displacements. The vacancy versus energy calculation of Fig. (1) shows that the 13 vacancies at a recombination radius of 5 are created by a 9 keV ion. In all the cascade displays we have taken a viewing angle which best portrays the cascade. The length of each axis is the minimum required to contain all the points on the display. The axes are parallel to the cubic axes of the silicon crystal.
The first lesson learned from examining these 20 cascades is the considerable variety they display. There is no typical cascade. The two represented in Figs. (2) and (3) are those with the longest and shortest PKA ranges, 720 nm and 10.3 nm. The long-ranged one is shown in Fig. (2) . The randomly chosen direction in which the PKA started from the origin was nearly parallel to the large channel in the (110) direction. The PKA produced a number of displacements but was gradually focused into the channel. It produced no displacements from about 510 nm to 720 nm, at which point its energy dropped below 10 keV. allowed the closer pairs to recombine, there are large gaps in the structure of the trees. Prior calculations4 of cascaoe structure were based on amorphous models which were incapable of depicting the more discrete character evident from a full lattice calculation.
While average quantities calculated from the results of these 20 cascades are well determined by MARLOWE, the standard deviations associated with most of these quantities are significant compared with the mean values. One should be cautious in using average cascades to represent all cascades.
Relation to Carrier Removal Rates
Simple vacancies in silicon are believed to be mobile at room temperature.
Three possible mechanisms will trap the vacancy 1) combination with an oxygen impurity to form a stable complex, 2) combination with an interstitial which effectively annihilates both defects or 3) combination with another vacancy to form the stable divacancy.5
These last two competing mechanisms can be quantified in a simple model by the use of the MARLOWE code. If we use the PKA spectrum resulting from a 1 MeV neutron on silicon as given by van Lint4 and integrate over the energy, the total energy cross section is about 10 keV-cm-1.
The normally observed carrier removal rate in silicon is experimentally found6 to be near 6 cm-1.
Therefore the PKA energy that goes into removing a carrier is about 1.6 keV. Figure (1 Fig. (5) . The code was run for 400 PKA's of energy 300 eV and all ions were followed down to below the displacement energy.
The distribution was then averaged. All lengths are given in units of L = 0.543 nm, the lattice constant. The ordinate of the RDF gives the number of pairs per cubic lattice spacing expected on the average. The abscissa is the length parameter but here is presented as the cube of the number of lattice spacings in order to maintain the density meaning of varying width histograms.
A 300 eV silicon has an average range of 2.1 L but the RDF shows a significant tail beyond the average range. The RDF is given as a parameter of the vacancy-interstitial recombination length. Because of the small range here, the recombination significantly reduces the vacancy density.
The statistics even with 400 particles become poor at large recombination lengths.
If our previously estimated recombination length of 5 to 7 L is valid, the annealing factors derive from the 300 eV RDF are too large to explain the annealing data. 
Conclusion
In summary, we see that the nature of the collision cascade is changed dramatically when the effects of channeling and focusing are included in the simulation. In addition, this work has shown that displacement damage in silicon is diffuse for dimensions greater than 10 nm and that channeling along the (110) direction is an important effect. Damage cascades resulting from 100 keV silicon vary wildly in size. Fewer than 30% of the cascade interstitials are more than a cubic lattice constant from a matching vacancy.
